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Personalized Toasting Sets
Jazz up your head table with

toasting sets or wine glasses
etched with your names, dates
or initials. Let Presentations per-
sonalize your wedding! 2?blood! r

American
Red Cro
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'That perfect picture '

takes long planning
Ey SARA TIIOllASSEN

A couple has so many things to keep track ofwhen
planning a wedding, that the photographer is some-
times forgotten until the last minute, and by then
most of the money has been spent.

According to John Butler, owner of Butler Photo-
graphy, 4410 Randolph St., this is a grave mistake.

"A person does not have to worry about being rich
to hire a photographer," Butler said. "We have wed-
ding plans starting from $150."

Butler Photography is one of the few studios in
town that doesn't concentrate on wedding pack-
ages, believing that packages restrict people.

However, Anderson's Studios, 2951 N. 70th St.,
does deal in packages. .

"We talked about changing from packages, but we
found that most people like them; they know what
they are paving for," said Pat Rice, receptionist for
Anderson's Studios.

Anderson's has package deals ranging from $135
to $S05. These prices include predetermined numbers
and sizes of pictures, but the studio is more than
willing to work with the couple, trading one 10

for two
Hamilton's Studio, 3530 J St.. offers one basic

wedding plan. For a minimum of $250, a couple gets
engagement and bridal pictures, "glossies for the
newspaper, and 20 0's of the wedding.

According to Butler, Rice and Sharron Hamilton,
the most popular months for weddings are April
through September, with May, June and July being
the busiest: Every studio stressed the importance of
reserving a photographer six months to a year in
advance.

Cost is usually the basis for hiring a certain wed-
ding photographer over another one, but Butler and
Rice had some other tips:

When looking for a photographer for your wed-
ding, always go to two or three studios, even if the
first seems satisfactory; do not hire over the phone;
always look at the work of the photographer being
hired; and make sure that the prices are written in
the signed contract so the studio can't raise prices
before the wedding.
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1Morrovs Hallmark
Card & Gift Shop for

invitations with distinction.
Bring in this ad for a FREE - s

brochure on how to plan
, your entire wedding.

Morrow's. . .specialists in distinctive
Centrum Shopping Plaza 11th & "O"i i d:
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gifts and wedding
necessities.

Hallmark card
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Heads Will Turn!
When you get

your hair styled
by one of our
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Stop in

10 ffff Gin&G stesl;
Absolutely all furniture items in the store are now 10 off.

Even brand new, never-before-sale-pric- ed items!

Something for every room in the house!

Come look around and join in .the savings.

Today!
APPOINTMENTS

AVAILABLE
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1 S21 M' Street Lincoln, NE 6SSG3
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Next to Skywalk-Centru- m j j

1111 "O" Street w i I - doesn't include appliances
must present coupon.476-338- 1


